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WE GIVE OUR
CLIENTS AN
UNFAIR
RECRUITING
ADVANTAGE
The Total Recruiting Solution (TRS) client program for college coaches is a customized turnkey recruiting message
system designed by the team of nationally recognized recruiting experts at Tudor Collegiate Strategies.
TRS acts as your “secret weapon” when it comes to the correct way to communicate your program’s message
with your prospects. Using cutting edge focus group research, our team of writers, former college coaches, and
recruiting experts develop the right approach to deepen the interest of your prospects.
The results? We give our clients a distinct competitive edge when it comes to getting the attention of their prospects,
which leads to better bottom line recruiting results.

IT WORKS BECAUSE IT’S DESIGNED SPECIFICALLY FOR YOU
College athletic recruiting expert Dan Tudor and his team work one-on-one with you and your coaching staff to create a
logical, compelling series of messages based on in-depth focus group research with your current athletes, coupled with
our ongoing national research, that leads more of your top prospects to campus.

We design the best recruiting letter, e-mail, phone, text and social media campaigns your
prospects have ever seen. We do it using proven communication patterns and strategies that generate the
greatest possible response and interaction from those recruits. If you follow the strategy we design based on the
specific research we’ll do with you and your team, the response it generates will speak for itself.

Through this more systemized, research-based approach, we’re helping you communicate more
effectively than your competition, giving you a better “read” on your prospect during the crucial
decision-making periods during their recruiting relationship with you.


We will work one-on-one with you to develop specific strategies for closing your top prospects in
the last phase of the recruiting process. We’ll help you avoid the common mistakes that often plague
college coaches down the stretch, when it counts the most. We have 15+ years of tracking recruiting scenarios,
and their outcomes. We’ll make that knowledge work for you.




We will help redesign your campus visit based on our exclusive national research, in collaboration with
your team, when we’re on campus. It’s one of the most critical aspects of a teenager’s decision make process.
And we’ll design it all with their parents’ priorities in mind, too.

“Wanted to text you to tell you we also asked a Junior to commit last week,
using the strategy you and your team developed, and got a yes!
Getting a someone that good in October of their Junior year is definitely a
record for us.”

WE WORK HARD TO GET BIG WINS FOR THE
COACHES WE WORK WITH
These screenshots of text messages: They’re from real clients, talking about real
results. When they win, we win. And, we like to celebrate their programs’ good
news right alongside them.
But we don’t list testimonials, or have a list of references to give coaches who are
considering becoming clients. Because recruiting is so competitive, and so
secretive, we don’t release a list of who we work with. And, we’ll give the same
courtesy to you, too.
We don’t want to work with everyone. We can’t, actually...we need coaches doing
it wrong, because it provides a good contrast to our approach which is based on
what this generation of recruit tells us they want out of the process. Will you

join us?

FOR COLLEGE COACHES WHO WANT TO APPROACH RECRUITING
THE SAME WAY THEY APPROACH ATHLETIC COMPETITION
You have a development plan mapped out for your athletes. When it comes to game day, you have a detailed plan of
attack. Our client program is designed to take the same systematic approach in building a game plan to reach your
recruiting goals.

You should spend time on the important parts of recruiting. We take care of the time-consuming grunt work of
producing effective letters, emails, texts and phone call talking points. We work behind the scenes with you to give you
an edge over your competition, and let you take all the credit for your newfound recruiting prowess.

You shouldn’t feel like you aren’t hitting on all cylinders when it comes to your recruiting attack. An
on-target message can make all the difference when it comes to attracting the best prospects. When the message is off,
recruiting suffers. We make sure that doesn’t happen. The recruiting system we design for our clients is centered
around our proprietary research with recruited athletes around the country.

You should have a customized approach for your top prospects down the stretch. Once we help design a
strategy for getting the most response from telling your program’s story correctly, we’ll come alongside you and develop
one-on-one approaches to lead your top kids to a decision. We love customizing our approach to meet the
individualized needs of each of your top recruits.
This is for college recruiters looking for trusted experts to help them with the most important part of your
college career: Recruiting.

STEP 1: FOCUS GROUP RESEARCH WITH YOU AND YOUR TEAM

We begin our work with you by using our proven, proprietary research methods to determine what recruiting
message will connect best with your top prospects.
We do that by conducting customized focus group research with you and your team, coupling that with our exclusive
national research on how today’s prospects make their final decision. Everything we create is personalized for you.

It’s a time-tested system perfected over the last 15+ years, and it works.

Our goal is to take the guesswork out of recruiting for you and your coaching staff by using research as the foundation
for our work.

● We measure over 30 crucial aspects of their recruiting decision process to understand how teens
feel about your campus and program.

● And, because we are an outside third-party that allows your current athletes to answer
anonymously, the feedback we get for you is more honest and insightful compared to the
traditional method of coaches or an athletic department asking them for feedback directly.

● It’s not just a one-time process. We constantly research incoming recruiting classes to determine
updated messaging approaches, and what new storylines we can use in communicating with your
recruits.

● The feedback we receive is kept confidential between us and your staff, and is used to build a
completely prospect-centered message that talks about things they identify as critical to them in
making a decision.

STEP 2: WE BUILD YOUR ONGOING RECRUITING MESSAGE PLAN

Using the results of the focus group research and interviews with you and your coaching staff, we design your recruiting
storyline which creates a real conversation with your recruits. We use as much science as possible when it comes to
how today’s prospects want to be communicated with throughout the recruiting process.
The result?
Most of the coaches we work with tell us that for the first time in their college coaching careers, they feel like
they have a systematic plan that actually puts them in control of the recruiting process.

STEP 3: CREATING MESSAGING YOUR RECRUITS CAN’T IGNORE
The content we develop and write for you and your program will
look, sound and feel different than your competitors.
That’s because we use specific language to get the attention of
today’s teenage prospects, with a strong focus on getting them
comfortable responding to you and gaining a deeper
understanding of why your program should be at the top of
their list.
The messages can still be completely edited by you and your
staff. Just copy and paste the content into your email program
or letterhead, edit it, and send it to your recruits. The goal of
the content is to make your job as a college recruiter easier,
and more effective.
● We target specific phrases and strategies that belong in
each message depending on the goal of that message.
● We deliver 60 days worth of effective recruiting messages
at a time, with a week by week schedule we will develop to ensure the right flow and message spacing,
● We can custom create any prospect-specific message you need. As a client, you have 24/7 access to our team of
experts who can create great messages when you need them. Think of us as your assistant recruiting coach.

STEP 4: MORE EXCLUSIVE RECRUITING TOOLS FOR OUR CLIENTS
Free enrollment in Tudor University
All clients are enrolled in our cutting edge online recruiting training center, Tudor
University, our exclusive recruiting training program. Throughout each year, we
provide special articles, videos, private research reports, and other incredibly
valuable tools exclusively for our clients.

Dan Tudor and our experts on campus
Want an additional edge in developing your recruiting plan? Have national
recruiting expert Dan Tudor’s staff spend a day on your campus during the year
using our Advanced or Pinnacle client options.

Organization, branding and social media design
With our more advanced client options, you’ll also be able to organize a systematic approach to organizing your
recruiting outreach through Busy Coach’s ‘Recruiting Made Simple’ program. And, you’ll work with Preseason, our
partners for expert branding development for your program, plus a review of social media strategies for your staff.

Special projects? We’re here to help
Fundraising campaigns, athletic department marketing initiatives, special messages to new prospects...we’re on it. In
most cases, no extra fees. We’ve got you covered.

